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English  
academic communication 

Dear Sir, 

Many thanks for asking whether we would like to publish your 
paper. 

Your paper is good and original, but unfortunately we are simply 
not willing to publish it. 

The trouble is that the good bits were not original and the original 
bits were not good. 

      Yours faithfully, 

      The Editors 



English Communication We asked publishers:  
Why reject papers? 

WHY DO MY 

PAPERS KEEP 

GETTING 

BOUNCED? 

‘Excellent research is being submitted’ 

International publishers often reject our ‘excellent’ research. Why? 

 
Publisher surveys reveal several key issues: 
Papers outside the journal scope 
Plagiarism 
Incorrect formatting 
English problems 
Reviewer responses 
Recycled submissions 

 



English Communication 

English is the universal language of scientific communication 
 

Academic papers need to be well-written  
(often to a higher standard of English than in other writing) 

 
The writing process can be beneficial to future scientific work 

 as an intellectual activity in its own right 
 

But: How? 
 
 

What’s different about  
academic English? 



Don’t let your academic research message be buried in language issues 

Avoiding those tricky issues: 
Internet fun 



English 

Communication 

Water-colourist Architect Bricklayer Sketcher Oil painter 

How do you feel when faced with a difficult writing task? 
And how do you start writing? Do you carefully construct a plan beforehand,  

or just start writing and think about the process as you go along? 
You need a plan -- a structure. 

What kind of writer are you? 



English Communication 

 
Commentators identify six features of good, plain English: 
 
1. Short sentences  
2. No unnecessary words 
3. Familiar words  
4. Prefer the active 
     to the passive voice  
5. Appropriate style  
6. Good punctuation 

 

“Plain English”: What’s that? 



English Communication 

“The definition of 
genius is taking the 
complex and making it 
simple.” 

– Albert Einstein 

Avoid complex writing 

Write clearly and simply to be accessible to readers in other disciplines 
and to readers for whom English is not their first language. 

Question: Will using simple language in my 
writing make me appear less intelligent? 
 
Answer: Not at all: The majority of 
academic papers are read by non-native 
speakers and so it’s important to be 
simple and direct. 



Identifying the central theme 

Guiding your readers 

What is the research 
question? 

What are your aims? 

What is the 
conclusion? 

• Why is it important? 

• Is it unknown, limitation, or controversy 

• What do you plan to achieve? 

• How is it directly related to the problem? 

• How does it answer the question? 

• How does it advance the field? 

STRUCTURE your paper 





Link your ideas STRUCTURE your paper 



The shape of academic papers: The old egg timer diagram 

Start of your articles in the Introduction then by being broad: talk about the wider question, the bigger picture. 



The ‘Write’ order 

Introduction 

Methods 

Results 

Discussions 

Methods 

Results 

Discussion 

Introduction 

Order in the paper Writing order 

WRITING your paper 





























Good English writing: Pyramid 
writing 

Short sentences  

No unnecessary words 

Familiar words  

Active voice over passive voice 

Appropriate Style  

Good punctuation 

Conciseness 

























Stages of Drafting and Revision WRITING your paper 



❖ Yes: Academic papers need to be balanced 

 

❖ Select a target journal before you start to write 

 

❖ Look at previous articles in that journal 

 

❖ Average academic article length: 

      between 5,000 and 6,000 words 

 

 

 

What does this mean? 
 

❖ 4,000 words for the Introduction? No. 

 

❖ Balance your word count: You can use our  

templates for writing the different sections 

Title: Aim for 7 words (or less) 

Abstract: 200-250 words (check journal) 

Introduction: ca. 1,500 words/3 paragraphs 

Methods: Timeline headings/Short 

(some information in a supplement?) 

Results: How many words do you need? 

Discussion: ca. 2,000 words 

Conclusion: Rank the outcomes of your work 

  (finish your paper with the most important) 
  

Write the Introduction AFTER  
Results, Methods, Discussion WRITING your paper 



Bentham Science is a major international Scientific, Technical & Medical 
research publisher.  
 

We offer 
 
•More than 170 online and print journals 
 

•More than 1,000 online and print books 

 

•Information solutions for researchers involved in various disciplines in science. 
 



About Bentham Science 
Major international publisher: 

journals and books 



Research Square Company overview 

● Founded in 2004 

● Supported +2.5 million authors in 192 countries through our preprint services platform, 

Research Square, and AJE's suite of manuscript preparation services 

 



 

 

 

 

 

For more information: visit resources.aje.com/digital-editing-web 

Research Square Company: AJE Digital Edit 



Discount Code: GARETH10  

10% off for all AJE services 

E: gareth.dyke@researchsquare.com 

T: +44 7837 963628 (WhatsApp / Telegram)  

https://resources.aje.com/digital-editing-web 

THANKS FOR JOINING US! 
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THANKS FOR JOINING US! 


